Job Advert
Job Title: Research Analyst
Working For: Redfield & Wilton Strategies
Location: Remote, Very Occasional In-Person Meetings
Website: http://redfieldandwiltonstrategies.com/
Applications Open: Feb 4 to 11
Job Description:
Redfield & Wilton Strategies is aiming to recruit an outstanding candidate to join our team as a
research analyst.
This full-time role will involve working on every stage of the research process across our research
projects covering the most important, election-deciding political issues of the day in the United States,
United Kingdom, and across Europe.
In addition to a competitive salary, the benefits include the opportunity to join an exciting, fast-growing
strategic polling venture, to immerse yourself in the field of public opinion research, and to have
opinion pieces published under your name in major publications in the United Kingdom and the United
States.
Responsibilities: In your role as research analyst, you will…
-

-

Work directly with the Director of Research.
Write high quality, publishable analysis of polling results that identifies key data points, ties
together a coherent strategy, and draws upon a thorough knowledge of current events and
history. These write-ups will include opinion pieces, email briefings, background research,
reports, and articles on our website.
Draft scripts for surveys. While experience in drafting polling questions is not a
pre-requirement, a successful applicant must demonstrate a keen understanding of language,
the ability to think creatively, and a careful attention to detail.
Stay up to date on the most important political events of the day, including being able to
assess, understand, and criticise the differing perspectives on these events.

Requirements:
-

At least two years of work experience in research, campaigns, journalism, communications,
or similar type of work.
Strong capabilities in writing and analysis. You must absolutely be able to draft
well-written succinct op-eds (400-600 words) and lengthy in-depth reports.
Demonstrable interest in politics and/or current events, stemming from previous
professional or voluntary work. We would like to know what causes and/or candidates have
interested you in the past and why.
Self-starter; can work independently and learn quickly in a fast-paced environment.
Bachelor’s Degree required; Master’s Degree welcome, but not required

Application Details:
Please send to jobs@redfieldandwiltonstrategies.com your CV (in PDF format), a brief cover letter
explaining why you fit the bill and the best, most relevant example of your past work.
Your cover letter should cite two books you recently read in your free time and provide a sentence or
two explaining what you found interesting or revealing about those two books.
In the second round of the application process, if selected, we will ask you to complete an assignment
that will resemble the work you would do for us. In the third round, if selected, we will invite you to an
interview.

